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Interview LORD WIND 
Hi Rob. New LORD WIND album "The Forest Is My Kingdom" is released seven years after the 
previous album "Ales Stenar" and presents this project in a brand new, absolutely unrelated 
form to the past. What was the main cause of this transformation? Did you feel that the 
means of expression you used in the past have run out? 
 
RF: The music which I used to create using keyboards was mainly based on the sounds from 
keyboard sample banks and recorded in DAW software (eg. Cubase which I use). The sound of 
particular albums developed alongside the development of the quality of the sound of samples 
published worldwide. It used to be hard to get them or borrow them. I used to own sample 
banks released in expansions such as GIGA Studio or AKAI. Poor quality though they were, there 
was a touch of unique spirit and atmosphere to them. Today music market is flooded with 
tonnes of samples for each music genre. One can buy sounds of folk or oriental instruments. 
The sounds of instruments I adore such as santur or bendir are easily available. On „Alles 
Stenar” I combined keyboard music with folk. Alruna recorded several takes of violin and 
medieval vielle. I also included a plethora of folk samples and could not resist adding symphonic 
and choral sounds. Once that album was released it turned out to me that in sampling 
technique I would not be able to perform anything better. I knew I had to move towards 
musical development based on live instruments. Simply some things cannot be played with 
samples, especially in terms of folk instruments. I bought an octave mandolin and I started 
playing it and creating the first melodies of the new Lord Wind. At that time one more typically 
lordwindish project was there on my agenda – the soundtrack for the ccomputer game 
„Ancestors”, an RTS about Slavs and Vikings. I made three typical but varied tracks. 
Unfortunately they were too epic in their demeanor, so the producer desired to hire an entire 
orchestra. Eventually the soundtrack was commissioned to someone else, to an artist known 
for making the Witcher computer game soundtrack. I might say that some parts of the 
„Ancestors” soundtrack are indeed inspiring! If anyone likes the music which I used to make on 
the old Lord Wind albums, it is there in Graveland intros and outros. Currently, in the keyboard 
backgrounds to the new Graveland material, I have been using even an entire orchestra  
 
Did not consider changing the name of the project as a result of all these changes? Or did you 
just want to remain a well-established and familiar name in some way? 
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RF: I did want to change the name, but I got outvoted by the rest of the band The music has 
changed drastically, though it is still deeply rooted in the „Ales Stenar” album. It was as early as 
while recording „Ales...” when I wanted to sound the way we do now. Alruna collaborated with 
me at that time and I introduced her into the arcane style of Lord Wind. We had just enough 
time to make three tracks together. She played live instruments – vielle and violin – in „Tower 
of Snakes”, „Cult of Seth” and „Taken by Your Eyes”. Other instruments were sampled via the 
keyboard as then I did not have the proper folk instruments I own today. These songs were the 
beginning of the changes within the band. In the following years I learned to play the 
instruments I would only know from the samples. My greatest joy was santur, which, though 
expensive, was worth its price. The Lord Wind lineup was enforced with new musicians. We 
started composing new songs. I new it from the beginning that in the new Lord Wind I would be 
returning to the old albums. They contain so many incredible ideas and melodies. I even made 
an acoustic version of the first Lord Wind track „War Song”, which we might once perfom live. I 
wanted to change the name of Lord Wind for one more reason, which is my personal 
association with the Black Metal scene, which is why certain people would associate it with 
metal rather than with folk. If anyone missed the old Lord Wind, they should feel consoled with 
the news that the new album we are working on will entail some keyboard sounds again. Today 
many renowned folk or neo-folk ands combine acoustic instruments with samples, as it is easier 
to obtain certain sound while perfoming live onstage. The new album will contain also the 
acoustic versions of such Lord Wind songs as „Nothing is Dark During Sunrise“ i „Rain Healing 
the Wounds“. 
 
The booklet also includes the well-known mysterious person playing on folk musical 
instrument that has accompanied LORD WIND since his debut "Forgotten Songs". Do you 
want to point out the fact that, despite all these changes, it is still LORD WIND? Or else: do 
you find any connection with the old work in the current songs? 
 
RF: The character is the Lord Wind spirit. It brings us the inspiration and the scraps of the long-
forgotten tunes from the pre-atlantean or pre-hyperborean era. It sometimes emerges 
surrounded with other spirits which remind me of muses. They are all the heralds of forests, 
mountains and meadows. These beings are capable to travel to us from the spheres 
overflowing with the harmony of the universe. The melodies they bring about are like the keys 
to the gates to mystical and magical words. Upon earing them, we hear and listen differently 
every time, our perception of the surrounding world changes. The character will also 
accompany the new Lord Wind. It will guide us into the arcane music of the ancestors, thus 
unveiling its spiritual and mystical hamornies. Actually the last album „The Forest is My 
Kingdom” has driven the band onto the new path. Starting from where the path begins, I can 
already see its direction and yet can only guess its destination. It will rather not stray from the 



the valleys and hills through which the previous path of Lord Wind would lead. The more we 
learn to extract the spirit and mystical harmonies from our instruments, the more the Lord 
Wind world will become unveiled, and it has remained unchanged since its beginning. 
 
The current form of LORD WIND is made for live performance and you have already 
performed some shows. How are these concerts going? Do you perform just at specific events 
or can you imagine that LORD WIND would also perform at a classic metal festival? 
 
RF:The current six-person lineup allows us to play live in any conditions and to perform the 
majority of instrumental parts which have beeen included in „The Forest is My Kingdom” 
album. The vocalists Olya and Kasia make perfect frontwomen, since they are pretty and 
talented. They are capable of coping with the entire pressure of a live show. All current 
members are exerienced musicians and stage performers. What is the real nuissance is the 
distance which separates us, with Aro living as far away as in London. I really do admire his 
dedication to music, since he regularly flies back to Poland to attend our rehearsals. He thinks 
music is the meaning of his life. Currently, together with Alruna, they have been composing the 
new tracks of Perunwit. As Lord Wind we had a chance to perform in many different locations, 
from medieval castles to large rock-metal scenes. Lord Wind performed its first historic concert 
in the Ogrodzieniec castle (Poland), during the historical fest „Najazd Barbarzyńców” („The 
Invasion of Barbarians”) in May 2018. Then we performed on large festivals such as Kilkim Zaibu 
Fest (Lithuania) and Ragnarock Fest (Ukraine), both without our own sound engineer, relying on 
the default specialists provided by the organisers. What I noticed was that they did not really 
know how to amplify such instruments as santur or bendir. Perhaps they had not had a chance 
to work with similar instruments before. These experiences made it apparent we need our own 
sound engineer, who will know how to make our music sound properly during a love show. Our 
music performed live carries immense potential and atmosphere, yet we must learn to transmit 
it to our listeners. Currently we have been performing regularly during the Festival of Slavs and 
Vikings in Wolin, both within the scansen and on a small stage in the town nearby. From time to 
time we receive offers to play live, however a six-person lineup is an economic challenge to 
most organisers. While we are not performing live, we are making new songs for our next 
album. We are not idling, we keep learning to play our instruments and are planning to buy 
new ones. Olya is learning to play the jouhikko, rebec (Bysanthine lyre) and flute while I am 
taking my first steps in singing. In the new Lord Wind songs the girls will not be the only singers 

 
Do you only play live songs from "The Forest Is My Kingdom", or have you modified some old 
songs from the past for these purposes? Which are they specifically? 
 



RF: In our live repertoire so far we have included only one old track from the „Alles Stenar” 
album, „Cult of Seth”, which of course we did change and expand a bit. We also placed it 
among others on our new album. Currently we have been preparing another set of classics, 
such as those previously mentioned, „Nothing is Dark During Sunrise“ i „Rain Healing the 
Wounds“. The former is available somewhere there on the Internet in its demo version, which I 
think was the trailer to the „Invasion of Barbarians Fest” in Ogrodzieniec (Poland) in 2018. 
Actually this track's arrangement is even closer to the original than that of the „Cult of Seth”, as 
in its acoustic rendition it has gained an incredible fairy-tale touch. Olya made a perfect job 
singing it the way she did. I have been working on „Rain...' now. Translating the samples onto 
the instrumental arrangement comes easy to me, though I still do not know what I will do with 
the choirs. I decided to leave that for later, for the time of live rehearsals, perhaps then proper 
ideas will come. New albums will not however include songs form the first album, such as „War 
Song”. These will become limited as surprise live performances  
 
The album also features an older song, LORD WIND, "Cult of Seth," which you redesigned to 
fit your current production. Why did you decide to revive this song? 
 
RF: Certain old Lord Wind songs are incredible and majestic, with potential which still has not 
been discovered. I still like listening to them and I find it hard to resist the temptation to try and 
play them live in our full lineup. 
They provide incredible experiences and playing them is an adventure. They have a spirit and 
harmony. Performed on folk and historical instruments they exude energy like a mystical aura. 
You know, when we are sitting in the circle during our rehearsal, arranged in such a way to 
provide optimum acoustic output, the sound and music which overflows from us increbible. It 
affects us as if it was some type of meditative therapy or hypnosis. This is the true power of folk 
music in which one uses both instruments and rhythm which are capable of entrancing and 
driving you extatic. In the Oriental world such drums as we own and use, daf or bendir, are used 
to entrance dervishes and during shamanistic practices. I once saw on YouTube how such 
drums are used in Iran during shamanistic rituals which are illegal in this country, it was 
something extraordinary. The mood of „Cult of Seth” is inspired by the „Conan the Barbarian” 
soundtrack by Poledouris. I feel extremely sentimental about both that film and its soundtrack. 
I admire Poledouris himself since thanks to his music I became involved in medieaval music. I 
think I will never stop composing songs inspired by the mood of Conan. This is the music I like 
making and listening. 
 
In the past, you were the dominant author of LORD WIND. How did you prepare “The forest is 
my kingdom”? What is the most different from the past in the composition process? How the 
recording process went? 



RF: The material for this album has mainly been shaped by my improvised musical sessions with 
Aro who accompanied my mandoline with his bendir. The themes which we mastered had been 
spotted by me in medieval and oriental music. At the beginning we kept playing at my place and 
sometimes during some medieaval reenactment festivals. Our friends, the participants to these 
festivals, listened to us and narrated their emotions to us. Sometimes their reactions were 
stunning, yet this is how it is when playing live for people sitting just next to you. During these 
festivals, the first tracks of the new Lord Wind were composed, such as „Severnyj Veter” or 
„Leshy”. Later on Olya joined the band and the songs got their lyrics and vocal lines made by 
her. She contributed a clear and clean voice with recognizable character to it. Russian by origin, 
she had sung in several folk-metal bands, as well as in a musical theatre. She did make a perfect 
match with Lord Wind. She can sing in a couple of styles including white voice. It was her who 
created our lyrics with the aid of her friends from distant Russia including a few lyrics written by 
the guy who had written lyrics for her previous band Letenica: Dmitriy Dubinin. Olya is also a 
composer and has created a few compositions for the Letenica album. In Lord Wind she bas 
been responsible for the arrangement of new songs and for the vocal parts. She also plays the 
santur and rebec. In 2017 Miro (bass drum) and Kasia (violin) joined the band. In this lineup we 
prepared the songs for „The Forest in my Kingdom” album. Right before the recording session 
Lumir (hurdy gurdy) had joined in and managed to record the parts of his instrument, so the six-
person lineup was formed. When you are playing as a six-person band sharing mutual 
comprehension, you really start feeling what folk music indeed is and can do way more, 
including learning from each other. The music for this album was mainly created by means of 
the madoline, with which I composed all songs. Currently we have been performing and 
creating things differently., taking into account the properties of particular other instruments. 
We are also playing songs composed by Olga and Kasia. Thanks to this the new album will be 
more varied. Once Miro left our ranks in 2018, he was replaced by Wened who contributed an 
enormous bass drum made by one of the best luthiers in the world, Leszek Pelc. It sounds 
powerful and builds up proper atmosphere. Currently we have been making a new Lord Wind 
album, which should be released in September, 2019. 
 
What can be considered the greatest sources of inspiration for LORD WIND? I assume that 
you do not draw solely from literature, but you are deeper into this issue. 
 
RF: Musically speaking, it is medieval music definitely, with such bands as Dead Can Dance, Bel 
Canto, Arcana, Corvus Corax, Garmarna and, what is the most important, film music by such 
composers as Basil Poledouris. When I was making the songs for the first album of Lord Wind it 
was the time of my first steps towards the world of pagan beliefs. I adored the mythologies of 
Celts, Slavs and Vikings. I would go to pagan rituals to the nearby mountain Ślęża. The music 
which I first made solely for myself allowed me my first mystical experiences. I would record 



some keyboard melodies and listened to them. They contained a lot of ambient atmosphere 
and samples taken from films such as once famous series „Robin of Sherwood”. It was Aro who 
talked me into transforming this music into Lord Wind, after he had visited me and wheedled 
these tracks from me and later on wrote to me that they were uncanny. Others wrote to me 
that the music was very original. These very first Lord Wind ideas are availabe on the split CD of 
Lord Wind / Mysterial. There is still so much atmosphere in them, though they sound so 
primitive. After all at that time I used Amiga 500 for sampling. 
As soon as I started reading books, I became absorbed by fantasy and horror, with the emphasis 
on the former. „Lord of the Rings”, stories about Conan as well as stories by Lovecraft, Poe, 
books by Edgar Rice Burroughs, Verner and many others of this kind. The blend of those, as well 
as ancient pagan beliefs shaped my imagination towards the content which affects my musical 
imaging. Such things have been inspiring me as a composer ever since. As I was preparing songs 
for live performances I took it into account that we would be performing at medieval 
reenactment festivals. I enhanced Lord Wind with some folk, ethnic and historical inspirations. I 
have a certain and clear vision of the band which I want to follow in the forthcoming years, 
since I do not feel attracted to following current trends. 
 
How does your music (with LORD WIND or Graveland) affect your private life? Can these two 
components be separated, or is one an integral part of the other? 
 
RF: Working in two bands at a time has slowed me down a lot. Practically speaking, I have been 
devoting my entire time to the music of one band and then of the other. I used to have more 
time, for example to write answers to interview questions for one zine or another. I think the 
work progress is slower as I have considerably raised my expectations. In both bands we have 
been playing in completely different lineups. The Graveland lineup has changed, I have a brand 
new drummer. We must fine-tune his style to Graveland music. We have slowed our progress 
down a bit, however the time devoted to making it flies. The new Graveland album will be 
released in the year 2020. I expect really a lot from it. Luckily, I have made a lot of new songs 
for Graveland and they are easy to play, however I must see to their proper arrangement. In 
Lord Wind, after all these years, playing together is also much easier. We quickly get the grasp 
of the new songs and perform them much better, with the music becoming more interesting. 
What remains a bit of a problem are the new rhythms we have been introducing to our music 
or the need to change tuning quickly, since particular new songs come in different tunings. If 
there’s a need, there’s a way, it only takes learning it and playing. The new album will be 
recorded differently. Previously we did everything on our own, setting up microphones using 
only our common sense and ears. Currently, Albert, the guy who mixed our album and who 
studies sound engineering in Austria is going to take care of it. He might even help us with our 
live sound during concerts. And this is how it goes… from album to album… 



What were the reactions to the album “The Forest Is My Kingdom”? How does this feedback 
and possible criticism affect you? Is it influencing you, or is it totally outside of you? 
 
RF: The reactions to the new album are varied. I have noticed that it may be a tough nut for the 
old fans of Lord Wind. It however comes as a consolation to me, that I also had this problem 
when I first listened to Bathory's „Hammerheart, and then what happened? I fell in love with 
this album and it changed my life. Some time will have to elapse before old fans become used 
to the new Lord Wind music. And how about the new fans we are gathering? We have good 
feedback via the Internet and during live shows. The reactions are sometimes surprising, 
though. Generally speaking people have a good time and express their joy, but we also did 
happen to move people even into tears. Lord Wind is an old band, but still few people know it. I 
think this recent album has a chance to get through and bring us popularity worlwide. Well, 
frankly speaking, this is actually the first album of the „other” Lord Wind. For all of us who 
contributed to its creation it was an unprecedented challenge. We are still learning and the 
path keeps leading us somewhere which makes it so beautiful. 
 
Try to reveal something about further creation. What future awaits LORD WIND and 
Graveland? 
 
RF: Both bands have been working on their new albums. We have made as many as about eight 
songs for the new Lord Wind album, with a few more to go, and then the recording process will 
start. It will take slightly longer and I do not know if we manage to complete the album before 
the summer season of live concerts. As long as Graveland is concerned, we are currently 
recording bonus tracks for the album: „Possessed by Steel” and „River of Tears”. They will 
announce the new album and „Possessed...” will be featured in the video being prepared by DR 
Silesia. It should be done soon in Spring 2020. The song is recorded, I am currently trying to 
improve the mixing. „River of Tears” will be recorded in Italy. I have prepared guitar parts, the 
keyboards are about to be completed, including almost entire symphony in their part. It takes a 
bit of work, but it is so pleasurable. Once I have finished „River...” I am getting back to the new 
tracks and improving their arrangements. Why are we recording bonus tracks first? Because 
these tracks are a test for the style of our work (remote work, that is). If all goes well, we will 
record the entire album in this way. It will be mixed in Poland. The new Graveland songs cling to 
the Pagan Epic Metal style. There is more of „Thousand Swords” to them, but also the style of 
what You could hear on „Thunderbolts of the Gods” is still there. 
 
Thanks for your answers. 
 



Thank You for the interesting interview and I apologise for keeping You waiting for my reply. I 
hope that the batch of news about Lord Wind I have shared with You is interesting for You. 
Support bands such as Lord Wind. Their existence depends only on You. Folk music has its 
precious value for all which is connected with the roots of our culture, beliefs and tradition. In 
the last years in Europe I have noticed so many new bands which play medieval or ethnic music. 
I am extremely pleased with it. In today's world people who turn towards their roots are the 
hope fot the future. Interestingly, in the world in which old values become disintegrated, there 
are people who want to guard the tradition. Metal music has promoted the European pagan 
beliefs worldwide. Currently many musicians have been turning to playing folk, perhaps in the 
wake of the success of the Vikings series. Let the learn and play! Thanks to this the music will 
become much more interesting. It is in our roots where the sources of harmony and uncessant 
inspiration remain. 
 
If there is anyone out there who has not heard Lord Wind, I would like to invite them to the 
official YouTube channel to listen to our entire albums. Support folk music! Hails! Sława! 
 


